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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
ln any·app1icati'ion of fluid lggic and co·ntrol devices involving 
high power level, and/or fast dynamic response, line dynamics 
effects must be included in the analysis. For instance, neglecting 
line dynamics effects in a digital fluidic circuit may cause dynamic 
hazc;1rds, (A dyn,amic hazard is the occurrence of an unplanned state 
dqe to time delays.) · It has lc!;,o.g ~een recognized that the accuracy of 
analytical design of a fl~idic system depends on the validity of the 
mathemaHcal models fqr the system components. 
The purpose qf -this ~hes is was to study the effect of input pulse 
characteristics on the .switching time of a fluidic logic element (more 
specifically a flip flop) in correlation with the pulse form from a 
transmissL9n line. For this study the theoretical moiel developed by 
Epstein [l, zl for the end wall switching in a bistable amplifier was 
used. Various appro~imate models were tried for the transmission 
line and a conr~ar{son was m;;i.<fe,; The li'n~~amplifier model was 
verified experimentally using a commercially avc;1ilable flip flop. 




Numerou~ proplems involving signal and ,power transmission 
in fluid lines have emerged in the field of fluidics, Although a com-
plete description of dynamic behaviour of a fluid line is extremely 
difficult, a number of approximate descriptions are available which 
yield rather good results for engineering design purposes. 
Two general approaches to modeling transmission lines have 
been employed in fluid system analysis [3, 4, 5]: 
(1) Lumped Parameter Models 
(2) Distributed Pa:rameter Models 
The lumped parameter model is valid whenever the time required for 
a pressure wave to travel the length of the line is short with respect 
to the period of the highest frequency wave, that is to be transmitted. 
In case whe::i,-e the presi;;ure wave input to the line contains a broad 
band, of frequencies (e.g., step and pulse inputs), 'a distributed para-
meter model must be used to achieve acceptable accuracy, 
Distributed parameter models are obtained by solving the equa-
tions of motion under varying degrees of approximations. 
3 
0) Lossless Model. The lossless model does not include dissipa-
tion or heat transfer and hence it yields pure time delay. 
(ii) Linear Friction Model. The linear friction model assumes that 
losses are proportional to mean velocity and heat transfer effects are 
negligible. 
(iii) Constant R-L-C Model. The constant R-L-C model accounts 
for attenuation only and is valid, for cases where the frequency is low 
and the length to diameter ratio is large. 
(iv) Dissipative Model. The dissipative model takes into account the 
viscous and heat transfer effects and is termed the "Exact Model'' [7]. 
The distributed parameter models can be identified in terms of 
two functions--the propagation operator, f{s), and the characteristic 
impE:!dance, Z (s); s is the Laplace variable. These functions result 
c 
from the solution of a set of equations chosen to describe the line. 
Brown [7] has obtained expressions for f(s) and Z (s) which are given 
c 
in the analysis which follows. The exact model does not allow easy 
computation because of the complex nature of f(s) and Z (s). To over-
c 
come this difficulty, many approximations have been suggested in the 
literature. In this thesis only two will be considered. They are: 
(a, ) Goodson' s Rational Approximation 
(b. ) Brown I s High Frequency Approximation 
These wiU be discussed in detail in the analysis. 
4 
BistablE,'l Amplifier 
Th~ bistable wall attachment amplifier is essentially a (turbu-
lent) jet c<;>nfined in a geometry like that illustrated in Figure 1. The 
jet, in the; stable mode, reattaches to one of the two walls due to the 
Coanda effect. The jet may be switched from one stable mode to 
another, i. e,, from reattaching to one wall to the opposite wall, by 
the application. of a proper conti-ol signal. This control signal usually 
takes the form 6f a control flow introduced into the control port. 
Epstein [l, 2] studied the switching mechanism in a bistable 
wall attachment Uuid amplifier. Depending on the particular geometry 
of the ampliner, three basic type,:s of switching phenomena can occur 
(Fig. 2). Of the three, two depend on the length of attachment walls 
and their,ofhet and the third on·· the location of the splitter. 
End Wall Switching: 
I · I Ii . 
~·· 
With relatively short attachment walls, large offset and/or jets 
with a .. relativeLy sm~ll control t~ supply jet moment-µm ratio~ E 1 
(see equation 11 ), the reattachment point, moves downstream until it 
reaches the edge k of the vent. The jet then separates from the wall, 
trave!s across the amplifier.and finally reattaches to the opposite 
wall. Fqr this type of switching to occur it is also necessary to have 
the splitter located far enough away from the nozzle exit so that it 
does not interfere with the jet before it separates,.from the original 
supply port 
- outlet ( 1) 
control port ( 1) 
a. ) Schematic of an Unvented Bistable Fluid Amplifier 
supply port 
control port (2) 
I / vent (2) _ J . . · ~ outlet (2) 
. . ~splitter 
1~\~-outlet(l) 
. \ . .. vent (1) 
control port (1) 
b. Schematic of a Vented Bistable Fluid Amplifier 
Figure 1. Schematic of an Unvented and a Vented 




;:i_. ) End w:aU -Switching 
I 
b.) Splitter Switching 
c.) Opposite Wall Switching 
Splitter moved 
forward 





If tlie spUtter location is as shown in Fig. 2(b), switching 
occurs when the reattachment point moves downstream a sufficient 
dista.nce to cause instabHity of the jet about the splitter leading edge. 
Opposite WallSwitching 
With relatively small offset and/or la'rge control to supply jet 
momentum ratio, E\, the jet attathe·s to th,e opposite wall immedi-
ately after the control flow is st~rrted. The jet, however, still 
remains attached to the original wall. The two reattachment points 
move down the amplifier until the flow enters the second outlet. This 
type of switching is illustrated in Fig. 2(c). 
Epstein analyzes only the end wall type switching transient. 
He divides the end wali switching transient into three phases: 
Phase I. Begins when a step input in the control fluid flow is 
applied and ends when the jet defle.ction angle, 1J,. (see equation 10) 
reaches its stable value 1J,f. . l· corresponding to the final 'control to 
1na 
supply jet momentum ratio, E 1 , During this phase the attachment 
point is assumed to remain at its original position. 
Phase lI. Follows Phase I and ends when the reattachment 
point reaches the edge of the vent. 
constant. 
During this phase 1jr = Wf. 1 = 1na 
Phase III. Follows Phase II and ends when a pressure signal is 
obtained in the receiver connected to the outlet (2) of the amplifier. 
During this phase iv = o/f. 1 = constant and the jet is no ionger at-1na 





A fluid transmission line can be represented in general by a 
four terminal element having two inputs and two outputs. One particu-




Pa and Pb are pressures and Wa and Wb are mass flow rates. The 
arrows indicate the causality of the variables, i.e., Pa and W b are 
independent variables and W a and Pb are dependent variables. 
The relation between pressures af!i.d flows is given by the matrix 
equation (1 ): 
p b(s) Cash f(s) -Z (s)Sinh f(s) p (s) 
c a 
= ( 1 ) 
Wb(s) Z f s) Sinh f (s) Cash f(s) W (s) a 
c 




Brown [7] has derived expressio·ns for f(s) and Z (s) for the 
c 
10 
case of a pneumatic transmission line and suggested approximations 
for the high frequency range. The expressions given by Brown are: 
and 
where 
f (s) = T s 
e 
2(y - 1) J (y) 
1 + . 1 
yJO(y) 
2 J 1 (x) 
1 - ----x J O (x) 
Z (s) = 2 o 
c 
; 1 + --------[ 
· . 2(y - 1 )J l (y) 
y JO (y) 
1 /2 
a 
For a line loaded with, a linear resistor of impedance, ZR, the 
relation between Pb and W b is 
(2') 
or in terms of the Laplace variable, s, 
(3) 
11 
From equations (1) and (3), Pb (s) can be expressed as a func~ 




[coSh r(sl z. (s) + ~···. 
R 
If P (t) is a step input of amplitude, P , then 
a a 







·. Z (s) 




The inverse transform of equation (4) is difficult to obtain due 
to the complex forms of f(s) and Z (s). A closed form solutiion can 
.c 
be obtained if approximations are used for r(s) and Z (s). Three 
c 
approxi.mations are considered below. 
Brown's Approximation 
For high frequencies or short transient times, r(s) and Z (s) 
c 
can be approximated by [7] 
·, 1 /2 
A 2...; 
I ks' ', ' 




. ./ l \ 3 /2] + o-, 
\ks/ 
and 
Z (s) ~ 
c 
where, for liquids, 
A = 
,~ ·-:-.F,,, D = 




1. E = 
1. 4 78, 
.. o. 52, 
1 /2 
1, c :::: 7/8 
0, F = 0. 13 
B = 1. 078, c = 1. 058 
E = -0. 88, F = o. 64 
For sufficiently high frequencies, the fourth terms in the above ex-
pressions for T (s) and Z (s) may be neglected. With this additional 
c \ 
simplification the inver'se .transform of equation (4) for the liquids 
case is: 
.. 2 (
-3BT ) ( 







D (t - 3T ) 
e 
6z0 c-5BT e) 
.......-- exp 
- ZR k 
2 
D (t - ST ) 
1 +-
2 (t - 3T ) 
e 
U (t .. 3T ) 
s e 




D (t - ?T ) 
e 
{
o fort< T 
U (t .. T) 








for the liquid case. 
Rational A;e;eroximationJ8, 9] 
Oldenburger and Goodson [9] h,ave shown that the hyperbolic 
functions of equation (4) can be expanded into the following infinite 
product forms: 
Cosh f(s) = 
Sinh f(s) = 
whe:re 
f ( s) :;: 
The identity 
gives the result: 
co 
[1 + 4f2(s) J TT 




n ~ 1 
T s 
e 




Infinite product expansions for J 0 (x) and J 2 (x) are 
Jz(x) 
Thus: 
= fr [1 - /2 J " fr 11 + -?-] 
n=l a. n=ll a. O,n ....,_ 0,n 
2 -= [ 2 J =; IT .1 - + 
n = 1 a. 
2,n 
ks - - 8 TI [1 +-¥-] 
n = 1 Oz .,n 
Jz(x) 
- Jo(x) = 
n 
n = 1 
.ks -.-. 
8 






where ex.. Slta.nd for the roots of the equation 
1, n 
J,(a.. ) = O; n:;:1, 2, ., •. ; i=O, 1, 2, .... 
1 1, n 
15 
Goodson [8, 9] has found that a good approximation to the infi-
nite products which contain the Bessel function zeros is 
1 + 
CIO n 









(1 +,Pl s) (1 + :P2 s) 
for I ks I < 400 






2 r (s) = 





2J 1 (x) J 







With this approximation, equation (4) can be rewritten as 
16 
where M(s) and N(s) are polynomials in s of powers of m and n respec-
tively, 
The time domain solution can be obtained by the application of 
. the expansion theorem [l O] and can be written as 
p b(t) M(O) 
n M(s.) 
+ l :,: s. d [N(s. )} p N(O) 
a 
i = l l~ 1 
1. 
where s. are given by the roots of the equation 
l 
N(s.) = 0 
l 
Equation (7) was evaluated for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
(7) 
17 
Rational Approximatiqn Extended to Pneumatic 
, ·, I - · · I 
Case 
Using the same expressions for Cosh r(s) and Sinh r(s) as given 
2 











n = 1 
ks 
l +-2 
















whe:J;"e O' is the Prandtl number and y is the ratio of specific heats. 
The numerator of equation (8) on the right side <;:011taining the zeros of 
the Bessel function can be apprqximated by 
1 + O"ks -2 
00 Cl (1 + crP s ) (1 + crP 2 s ) n O;n for I O'ks I < 400 = + crJ\ s) crks (1 
n = 1 1 + z:-
a. (9) 2,n 
The denominator of equation (8) is the same as given in equation (6 ). 
Therefore 
18 
( 1 +crP 1 s) ( 1 tcrP 2 s) ( 1 + P 3 s) 
Using this approximation forf 2 (s), the Ume domain !30lution for 
equation (4) c;an be obtained in the smae way as described earlier, 
Equation (7) was evaluted for n = 0 1 l, 2. Higher values pf n were 
not consideJ;"ed due to computational difficulties. 
Bistable Amplifier 
The Epstein model (see figure 2(a)) may be used to obtain the 
switc;:hing time of the bi!:itable amplifier, To include line dynamics 
effects on the switching time, U is necessary to modify the Phase I 
of the Epstein model. 
In Epstein's work, Phase I begins when a step input pressure is 
applied to the transmission line and ends when the jet deflection 
angle, .,i,, reaches its final value, ,i,f. 1, cprresponding to the maxi.,. 1na 
mum vaJue qf the jet momentum ratio, E 1. It is assumed that the jet 
deflection angle, ,i,, as measured at the point of interaction of supply 














=· +p bd, 
ob d bubble c p 
(12) 
c p 








Since Wb is a function of time, Jc and "1 are functions of time. 
Knowing Pb(t), Wb(t) can be determined. Hence W(t) can be det~r-
mined. It is assumed that the test amplifier loads the line as if it 
were a lil;'l.ear resistance, i.e., the input resistance of the amplifier 
is ZR as implied by equation (2). A suitable value for ZR can be 
determined from a measured pressure.,.flow characteristic for the 
amplifier control input port. A mea.sured input characteristic for the 
test amplifier used is show_n in Figure 3; the input resistance is 
approximately constant. 
Phases II and III are not altered since, in accordance with the 
assumptions of Epstein, ,i, = ,i, final :;: constant and hence W b is con. 
stant, correspor:i.ding to the switching pres sure, P 
SW 
Switching Time Prediction 
The objective of this thesis was to determine the effect of line 






10 20 30 
wbx102 
ws 
r--- Switch • 
Point 
40 




Switching time is defined he re as the time elapsedi beginning with the 
time of introd-uction of a step input at the upstream end of the line 
;a.nd commencing with the time when the pressure in the o-utput leg of 
the bistable amplifier reaches 95% of its final valu.e, less the trans ... 
port delay. 
Figµre 4 is a computer flow chart which describes the steps re-
,quired to predict the switching time for the line-amplifier system, 
when'a step input (appro~imate) is provided to the line. 
Increase 
. Rea,.cl b 5 , be' J, 5 , D, XV, AL, TM, Cd , SG, 
0 
P , P , W5 , R, RO, ZR, L, cr, y SU SW 
Perform Static Analysis 
time by a 
sma!l amount 
Calculate Pb(t) Using 
e uation ($)ore uation (7) 
b.t 
Calc\;llate the corresponding mass flow rate, 
Wb(t), using equation (2) 
Calculate th,e jet deflection angle, W(t), 
b means of e uatlons (10), (11), (12), and (13) 
Perform Phase II of the 
Model As Given B 
Perform Phase III of the 
Mqdel As Given B 
Calculate Switchin Time 
Figure 4. Flow Chart For Computing the Switching Time 





Figure· 5 shows a sch:ern,atic of the experimental apparatus used. 
A transmission line connected an output leg of an input amplifier to a con-
trol input port of a test amplifier. Both amplifiers were Corning 
model 190424 bistable flip-flops. Table I gives the dim ens ions of 
both amplifiers. 
A "step input" to the line was generated by causing the input 
amplifier output to "switch" from o2 to o 1 . This technique produced 
1 
a step input having a rise time of approximately 2 msec (msec means 
millisecond). Attempts to generate a ''step" having a rise time less 
than 2 msec were unsuccessful, Each output leg of the test amplifier 
was loaded by a control port (:vesistance) of a similar amplifier. 
The supply pressure, P 2 , was held constant at 2 psig for all . s 
tests. Dynamic pressure measurements were made at the entrance 
to the line (P ), the exit of the line (P ), and the 01 outlet of the test 
a b 
amplifier (P 01 ). All dynamic pressures were measured with Kistler 
1 
Rise time is defined as th·e time required far the pressure sig-
nal to change from 5 percent to 95 percent of its final value. 
Input Amplifier (1) Test Amplifier (2) 's2 





To Kistler 601 To Kistler 601 
01 
Transducer Transducer 
~~~~--;\L--r-~~~~~~~~~ 'I' I I --~ .... _ 
P. a 
Transmission Lirie 






Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Experimental Setup 
Po1 





model 601 piezoelectric:: transducers and associated signal conditioning 
equipment. The step input amplitude was approximately 0. 4 psi abqve 
atmospheric pressure for all tests. Permanent recordings were 
made using a storage oscilloscope and camera. 
TABLE I 
DIMENSIONS OF THE CORNING FLIP-FLOP #190424 
Supply Port Nozzle Width b = 0.02 in. s 
Control :Port Nozzle Width b = 0.02 in. c 
Vent Location x = 0. 184 in. v 
Splitter Location J., = 0.22 in. s 
WalL Angle AL = 12° 
Wall Offset D = 0.010 in. 
Depth of Amplifier d = 0.08 in. p 
Vent Discharge Coefficient [l] Cd = 0.65 
0 
Jet Spread Parameter [l] SG = 31. 5 
Maximum Possible Jet Turning Angle [ 1] T = 
M 
67° 
Compressed air was used for all measurements, Fluid proper .. 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents predicted and measured step responses 
for a pneumatic transmission line terminated by a linear resistor of 
impedance, Z .' The effect of input pulse characteristics on the 
R· 
switching time of a bistable amplifier is demonstrated. 
Figure 6 shows the calculated step responses for the trans-
mission line loaded at its downstream end with a linear fixed resis-
tance, based on the rational al?.proxi mate line model with no heat 
transfer effect (equation 7). There is a marked improvement in the 
result as the order of approximation (n) is increased. The larger rise 
time for smaller values of n is a result of neglecting high frequency 
terms. 
In the present work, the rational approximate line model was 
extended to include heat transfer effects (equation 7). The step re-
sponse for the line computed using the extended rational approximate 
model is shown in Figure 7. Computational difficulties prohibited 
considering values of n greater than 2. In this case also an improve-
ment in the result was observed by increasing n. 







Fluid = Air 
1, = 109.5 11 
ro ·= o. 093 11 
. . -1 








15 20 25 
Figure 6. Computed Step Responses of a Pneumatic Trans-
mission Line Terminated With a Linear Resis-















J, = l O 9; 5 in. 
r = 0. 093 in. 
0 . -1 
ZR= l, 649, 000 (in~·-sec.) 
15 20 25 
Tl~E. msec 
Figure 7. Computed Step Responses of a Pneumatic Trans-
mission Line Terminated With a Linear Resis-
tance--Extended Rational Approximate Model 
With Heat Transfer 
29 
30 
effects on the line dynamics. Step responses calculated using the 
rational approximate models for n = 2 are shown i'n Figure 8, For 
the range of conditions considered, it can be concluded that the heat 
transfer effec;:ts are small. 
Figure 9 is a rep lot of the n = 4 step response from Figure 6 on 
an extended time scale. A steady state value was reached around 80 
msecs. 
An experimental study was carried out to provide a means for 
making a qualitative assessment of the validity of the theoretical pre-
dictions and to permit determination of the effect of line dynamics on 
the switching time of the bistable amplifier. Figure 10 through 13 
show measured step responses for the transmission line loaded by a 
bistable amplifier, having an input resistance of ZR = 1, 649, 000 (in-
~ l 
sec) . 
Figure 10 shows that the input transient rise time is of the 
order of 2 msec, The:i;e is no response at the downstream end of 
the line (bend) until an elap,sed ti¥1e of 8 msecs which corresponds to 
the transport delay; After this, there is a sudden rise which is 
followed by a slow rise until steady state is reached. The effective 
rise time is about 10 msecs. 
Figure 11 expands the time scale of the lower trace of Figure 
1 O, so that more accurate value qf the rise time can be determined. 
Figures 13 and 14 show measured responses for a line length of 
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ro = o. 093 in. _ 
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Rational Approximation With No 
Heat Transfer, n = 2 
---Extended Rational Approximation 
With Heat Transfer, n = 2 
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TIME ,msac 
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Fluid =. Air 
J, = 109. 5 in. 
r = 0. 093 in, 0 . 
-1 
ZR = 1, 649, 000 (in. -sec.) 
32 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
TIME,,msec 
Figure 9, Computed Step Response of a Transmission Line--
Rational Approximate Model With No Heat 
Transfer and. n = 4 
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Scale: X--1 unit= 2 msecs. 
Y--1 unit= 0. 2 psig. 





Figure 10. Experimental Step Response of a Trans-
mission Line (length = 109. 5 in. ) 
a 
33 
Scale: X--1 unit= 1 msec. 
Y--1 unit= 0. 2 psig. 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
Figure 11. Experimental Step Response of a Trans-
mission Line (Only Response is Shown) 
(Line Length = 109. 5 in. ) 
34 
Scale: X--1 unit= 5 msecs. 
Y--1 unit= 0. 2 psig. 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p {t) 
b 
F igure 12. Experimental Traces Showing Line Response 
(Line Length = 109. 5 in . ) 
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Scale: X- -1 unit = 2 msec. 
Y-:--1 unit= 0. 2 psig. 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
(a) P (t) 
a 
Figure 13. Experimental Step Response of a Transmission 
Line (Line Length = 77 in. ) 
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__ , -· -- ._ .... .... .. 
Scale: X- -1 unit = 5 msec s. 
Y--1 unit= 0. 2 psig. (trace (a)) 
1 unit= 0. 2 psig. (trace (b)) 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
-
(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p (t) 
b 
Figure 14 . Experimental Traces Showing Line Response 
(Line Length = 77 in.) 
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Scale: X- -1 unit = 5 msec . 
Y - - 1 unit = 0. 2 psi g. 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p (t) 
b 
Figure 15. Experimental Traces Showing Line Response 
(Line Length = 44 in. ) 
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44 in. The behaviour is similar to that for the longer line. 
The step response of a transmission line computed using 
Brown's high frequency approximation (without heat transfer effects-
equation 5) is shown in Figure 16. The approximation is valicl for 
an elapsed time of 40 msecs. Also shown in Figure 16 is a step re-
SJ;>Onse of a transmission line computed using the rational approximate 
model (w:ithout heat transfer effects-equation 7) with n = 4. Brown's 
approximation gives the shortest rise time compared to the rational 
approximate model. Preclictions using the rational approximate 
model can be improved by increasing the order of approximation, n; 
however·~ computational time is accordingly increasecl. Also shown 
in Figure 16 are the experimental points obtained from Figure 1 O. 
The experimental data GOrrelates well with the predicted results 
based on l3rown's high frequency approximation, 
In order to determine the effect of input pulse shape on the 
switching time of the bistable amplifier, the length of the line was 
varied and the switching time (see F' i g u re 1 7) of the amplifier 
was obtained eXJ;>erimentally and theoretically (using Brown's approx-
imation). The values of switching times for various line lengths are 
tabulated in Table II. 
The experimental switching times were obtained from Figures 
18 through 22. 
Figure 18 shows measured responses of the line-amplifier 
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Amplifie'r 
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Fluid = Air 
J, = l O 9. 5 in . 
r O = O. 093 in. 
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No Heat Transfer (n = 4) 
5· IO 15 20 
Figure 16. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental 
Results for the Step :Response of a Trans-
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Figure 17. Diagram Defining Experimental Switching Time 
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Line 








EFFECT OF LINE LENGTH ON SWITCHING TIME 
Uncorrected Corrected· 
Theoretical Theoretical 
Transport Switching Time, Switching Time, 
Delay, msec msec msec 
8.0 5.2 3.6 
5.6 4.9 3.3 
3.2 4.4 2.8 
·, 
1. 0 -- --











(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p 01 (t) 
Scale: X--1 unit = 2 msecs . 
Y--1 unit = 0. 2 psig. (trace (a)) 
1 unit= 1. 0 psig. (trace (b)) 
p = 2 psig. 
s 
Figure 18. Experimental Traces for Predicting Switching 
Time (Line Length = 109. 5 in. ) 
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sient at the beginning of the line and trace (b) is the pressure tran-
sient at the output leg of the amplifier. The experimental switching 
time is appro,¥:imately 4. 0 rnsecs (see Figure 1 7 for the method of 
determining.the switc;hing time). The uncorrected (see later dis,.. 
cuss ion) theoretical switching time for this case was found to be 5. 2 
msecs using Brown's approximation 1for the line. 
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Figures 19 and 20 show measured responses of the_ line-ampli-
fier system for line. lengths of 77 in. and 44 in. respectively. The 
corresponding experimental switching times are 3. 4 msecs and 2. 8 
m secs. The uncorrected theoretical switching times using Brown's 
approximation for the line are 4. 9 msecs and 4. 4 msecs respectively 
for the 77 in. and 44 in. lines. 
Figures 21 and 22 show measured responses of the line-ampli-
fier system for line lengths of 14._5 .in. and 2 in. respectively. The 
corresponding experimental switching times are 3. 6 msecs and 3. 0 
msecs. 
Since the input to the line was not an ideal step, it is necessary 
to correct the theoretical switching times.· A least square fit to the 
measured input to the line can be a straight line pas sing through the 
point Q (see Figure 17) which corresponds to 50% of the input 
amplitude, It was assumed that the time corr_esponding to the point 
Q is the correction which has to be subtracted from the uncorrected 
theoretical switching time in order to have correspondence with the 
measured input, and measured switching time. This correction was 
(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p 01 (t) 
Scale: X--1 unit = 2 msec. 
y - -1 unit = O. 2 psig. (trace (a)) 
1 unit = 1. 0 psig. (trace (b)) 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
Figure 19. Experimental Traces for Predicting Switching 
Time (Line Length = 77 in. ) 
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(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p 01 (t) 
Scale: X--1 unit = 1 msec. 
y --1 unit = 0. 2 psig. (trace (a)) 
1 unit = 1. 0 psig. (trace (b)) 
P = 2 psig. 
s 
Figure 20. Experimental Traces for Predicting Switching 
Time (Line Length = 44 in.) 
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Scale: X--1 unit= 
Y--1 unit = 
1 unit = 
P = 2 psig. 
s . 
2 msec. 
0. 2 psig (trace 
1. 0 psig (trace 
(a)) 
(b)) 
(a) P (t) 
a 
{b) p 01 (t) 
Figure 21. Experimental Traces for Predicting Switching 
Time (Line Length = 14. 5 in.) 
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Scale: X- -1 unit = 2 msec. 
Y--1 unit = 0. 2 psig (trace (a)) 
1 unit= 1. 0 psig (trace (b)) 
(a) P (t) 
a 
(b) p 01 (t) 
Figure 22. Experimental Traces for Predicting Switch-
ing Time (line length = 2. 0 in.) 
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found to be of the order of 1. 6 msec. The corrected theoretical 
switching times are 3. 6, 3. 3, and 2. 8 msecs, respectively for line 
lengths of 109. 5 in., 77 in., and 44 in. The corresponding measured 
switching times are 4. O, 3. 4 and 2. 8 msecs. Measured switching 
times for line lengths of 14. 5 in, , and 2. 0 in. are found to be 2. 6 
and 2. 45 msecs, respectively. 
Figure 23 shows the plots of measured and predicted switching 
times vers1,1s the line length. As the line length increases, the 
switching time also increases. At the limiting conditiop.s of zero line 
length, there remains a time delay of about 2. 7 msecs, which accounts 
for the fundamental dynamics of the bistable amplifiers, The agree~ 
ment between theory and experiment is good. The theoretical 
switching time is about 10% less than the measured switching time for 
a length of 109. 5 in. and is less than 1% for line lengths of 77 in. and 
44 in, From this it can be concluded that the capacitance effect of the 
separatipn bubble is small. Large variation for longer lengths may be 
due to the larger rise time of the line response. 
It is not c1,pparent why the theoretical prediction diverges from 
the experimental data at small line lengths and as line length increases. 
The disparity between experiment and theory for small line lengths 
may be due to complex end effects and reflections. 
From Figures 18 through 22 it can be concluded that the rise 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis can be divided into two parts. The first pc3rrt con-
sidered the i;;tep response of a pneumatic transmission line terminated 
by a linear resistance load. Three approximate methods were pre-
serited for computing the step response of the line. Of the three ap-
proximations evaluated, Brown's high frequency approximation with 
no heat transfer effects included correlates best with experimental 
data. 
The second part considered the effect of input pulse character-
istic on the switching time of a bistable amplifier. A theoretical model 
was developed for the line-amplifier system by modifying Epstein's 
model to include line dynamics effects. An experimental verification 
was carried out using a commercially available bistable amplifier. 
Two conclusions may be drawn from this study. 
Transmission lines of different lengths were used to "produce" 
different input pulse c:haracteristics. First, there is a significant 
effect of line dynamics on the switching time of a bistable amplifier. 
In general, the switching time increases with increases in line length. 
Second, the rise time of the pressure transient at the output leg 0£ the 
53 
amplifier is independent of the input pressure pq.lse shape of the trans-
mission line. 
Recommendations for Future Work 
The Epstein model is valid for a bistable amplifier with "end-
wall switching. " Most commercially available amplifiers utilize 
"opposite-wall switching." The amplifier model of Epstein should be 
extended to hold for this more common case. 
The line model used in the present work was obtained by solving 
the linearized continuity, momentum, and energy equations and the 
equation of state. An analysis to extend the linear model to incll;i.de 
the nonlinear ttie s will be useful for accurate prediction of line 
responses. 
Also of importance would be extensions of the methods used in 
this thesis to cases involving other logic elements like the AND ele-
ment, OR element, :N"OT element, etc. 
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* PP0GRA~ FOR CO~PUTJNG THE SWITCHING TIM• OF A LINE AMPLIFIFA MnDEL * 
* * THF 3!STA8LF AMPLIFIER TS MODELLFD BY MEANS OF THF EPSEI'< '°'OOEL 
* * PHASl=-J OF EPST•IN MOOEL TS ~.DD!EFl''D T1 INCLUDE L!NF DYNA~lCS 
* * EFFECTS. THF TRANSMISSION LINE CA~ RE MODELLfD USING ANY fJNF DF 
* * THE TH REF APP POX l"IAT IONS• 
* 
* IF !CALL=O, TH•'J SIJRROUT!'ll' RATION JS CALL"[)• RATION UT!LIS•S THE 
* * RATIONAL APPROXIM•T• ~ODfL WITH NQ H•AT TRANSFER EFFECTS. .. 
* IF !CALL=!, THEN SUROIJUTl'ff EXTRAT IS CALLED. •xTRAT UT!l.Is•s THF 
* 
* FXTENDED RATIONAL APP•nx,~ATE ~1DEL WI TH HEA'l" TRANSF•R 
* * IF JCALL=2, TH•'I ~lJRROUTJ~• 'lRDWN IS CALLEO. RRPWN UTILIS•S THI' .. 
* eRnWN'S HIGH fRCQUC"J(Y APPR•1X!MAT!O"I WITH ,r:, HEAT TRA'NSFER 
" "'THf APP0[1Xl'<ATJ'l•! !S VALID fl'ILY Ffl.R AN fLAPSE.D TIMF OF 40 MS,FCS 
* "'~rJROFR REFERS TO TME nRD~R OF THE APPRDXIMATTCN 
























* * *************~******************************************************** 
OIM"'JSTON ANCLF( ?OOI 
('Q~'l'JN/GFT/ANU,XL,CJ,R ,ZR ,lFTA( ~001, TJ~•( 2001 ,JJ,WS,PC,1'<'1RDER, 
IST,GA,TO,OT,TMAX 
COMPLEX SUM 
!rF AL /\,, BS, BC, B, BA• CO, n, D I, f) I 1, ow, !ll") l, DD 7, E , EE ,F ,G ,H , JS, JC , J, KB, LS 
~EAL LV,M,PC,RP,RP,PRI,oRp,S,~~,T,V,DV,VW~,VW2,VW3,VW,WS,WC,W,X 
o "~L. XV, XVI, Xl, rJXl ,DXA ,Z, L 1 HDFL ,DVT ,A%, ARGI I QS 
PF!i.L AL, RO, PS,PS F, OPS, f=P ,TM,SG, T~ 1,0TRI,PP I, !'.\T,G~, TA ,OTfo., TPJ I 
~EAL PRil,THI ,TPT ,OTPI ,PPI ,tA~,D'=L,PY 
RFAL SS4,T4,Y4,K!,PCL,C:OfJ,.OEL'+ 
INTEGfP I,N,K,IC:ALL,NCRDER 
1 Rf'AD I 5,?J N 1 K1 1CALL,NOPDEP 
2 Ff'RMAT ( 4 !10 I 
3 IF (N.FQ.01 GO TO qqc 
4 RCAfl(5,5) RS,BC,XV,l S,D,.U,T>l,~G,OEPTH 
5 FOR'1AT(9F8.41 
'005 IF (fl.'LF.O.~I GO T'J 897 
6 IF ( N. CQ • 11 Gn TO l S 
7 RfAD15,81 RO,WS,P•UP,PO,ST,~• 
8 l'QPMAT(6Fl O. 7) 
REA0(5,761 A'IU,C",P,XL,ZR 
76 FORMAT (5 Fl O .5 l 
R[J\0( 5,.975, TQ,f)T,T!>AhX 
975 FORMATi3Fl0.61 
1 4 GO Tn l 7 
·G Lt:V~l 21 MAIN DATf 731 l O 22/12/09 
c 
c 
15 QFAO (5,161 EE,,,.,QS 
lb FOPM.\T (3F10.51 
17 IF CAL.LT.T~) GO Tn 2! 
lA WPIT'c (6 1 lql K 
19 FORMAT ( •1•,2ox,•P0'1~LCM NIJ. 1 ,17,• ·~L > T'I ll~PnSS!ALfl' I 
20 GD rn 1 
?• TA=O. 0 
22 PS=O.O 





103 'JTR JzQ .05 
fTCRATJON PRQrf')UP.f FfJR D~TFRM!NING THE INITIAL STFAOY STATE VALUES 




107 ARG=EP*TAN( PAT I 
•.oe BT=ATAN( APGI 





,Lt4 RR':A*S IN( PR 11 
l l 5 !lW,;RR*,SI N (TRI-AL I /Cns+AL I 
116 OOl=DW-0 
117 IF IABSrnml.LT.0.001•01 GO TO 142 
11 A TRI =TR !+DTP I 
119 PR !=TR 1/l'P 
120 APG=EP*TAN(PR!l 
•2! ~T=ATAN(ARGI 
!22 GM=~HTR I-AL , 
123 ARr.l =I GM+PY I /3 .o 
124 T=?*CO~ARGll 
!2S S=SG*BS*( I.O/(T*Tl-l.0113.0 
126 A=S/(0.62*PRl+0.18*S1N(PPf)I 
127 •P=A*SIN(PR!l 
1 2A DW=RR*Sl N (TR I-All/ coq All 
l 2'l rJD2=DW-D 
130 IF (ABS(Of'l21.L T.O.DO!*DI Gfl T.Q 142 
'31 IF ((Cr.l*DO?.GT.O.OI.AND.IA8S(DfJ·21.LT.A8SIDfJllll GJ TrJ P4 
132 IF ((DDl*DDZ.GT.0.01.Hm.1.AeS(DDZ).GT.ABS(DDllll Gfl TO 13h 
131 IF (flDl*DD2.LT.O.O) ,;'] "TrJ l19 
1 34 !lDl =002 
-135 r;Q TU 11~ 
!~6 ,n1:nn2 
1>,7 QTO!=-OT>J 
'.>8 r;o TO llB 
pq JJJJ1=0D2 
140 DTP[=-0.l*flTPf 
141 GO T!J llq 
142 X=RR*CrS (TR I )/C'1SI AL I 
'41 V=(A*A*TM/1'.0*PYI I* (PRI-J.<;*S I'll' .O*PRI I l+(D#RR*CnS(TP ll ll?.o 
FN~ 8F IT~OITION P•nc~ou•• 
144 WRITE(6,l4'i I 
u, 
"'1 
G lr.Vl'l ?l '1AJN 11ATE = 73110 
145 t:OR"IAT 1 10•,ax,•1. IN!TlAL STFA'lY STATF PESULTS'I 
146 WP I Tc ( 6, 14 71 
22/12/0g 
1.47 i::01::p-44.r ( '0',16X, 'TAi' ,SX, 1 PS' ,8X,'G~· ,ctx,•ov• ,bX,' DV/nT• ,7X,'V' ,gx, 
l 1KR' ,sx,•x• ,9X,•H/'lFL 1 fl I 
148 WRIT" (6,•491 TA,Ps,r,11,v,x 




!FH( JJI =a.a 
ANGL•IJJl=O.O 
IF (ICALL.FQ.01 GO T'l 999~ 
IF (IOLL.EQ.11 GO TIJ 9991 
IF (ICALL.FQ.21 GIJ TO 9996 
<l998 CALL RATION 
r;n TIJ 1,;o 
9997 CALL EXTRAT 
GD Tf! 150 
99% CALL sqowN 
150 wq IT" I 6, 1,;11 
!•l FORMAT 1'0' ,~X,'2• 8FGl'Jl"lG PHAS" l'//1 
WRIT"( 6,~,;11 
?Sl FORMATC•o•,16X,•DC•, 7X,•wc•, 8X, 1 TI\•, sx,•r-c:-•, sx,·~·.11 
JJ=I 
789 JJ=JJ+l 
PC=ZET A(JJ I 
TA=TI l'cl JJI 
IFIPC.LT.O.DI GOT~ 778 
GO TO 779 
778 PC=o.o 







WRITEC6,2<;0) PC,WC,TA, "F,lo! 
250 FOR14ATClOX,5Fl0.51 
ANGL ~ I JJ l=PS F 
IF (Pc.ec.0.01 GOT~ 789 
!FIPC,GE.PSWI GO TO 786 
GO TO 789 
786 PSF=C ANGLEC JJI +A'l~LF IJJ-111/2 • 
TA=(TIME(JJl•TIMl'CJJ-111/2, 
PS=PS F 
207 S=S-BC/2. 0 
210 ARG=!.O•TAN£PSI**? 
211 B=RS*ll.O+!"l*ll •0+'41/SQ~TIARGI 
?12 ARG=l.0.1.0*SICSG*lll 
2D ARGl=(G!"+PYl/3.0 
2l 4 KB=0.5 -COS I ARGll *S QRTC AQ GI 
215 RA=B*ll.0-2.0*KBI 
?16 DXA=IBC+BA*STNIPSll/12,0*COSIALII 
? l7 DII =O+DX A*S I "'II ALI -C BA*COS I PS 1-llS 112 .o 
218 Xl=X-D.lCA 
246 WRTTE Cb,2471 
247 FORMAT I •o•,ax, •3. !ffGINT"lG PHASE 2 1 Ill 
r, I_CVFL 21 
TL !NC=TA*lOOO 
WRITE 16,1471 
;oo DXl =CXV-Xl-DXAl/?5.0 
MAIN !)ATE 73110 








30R A=RR /S!NC PRT 11 
30q ARG=2 ,O*PRT I 





'3I! IF ((Vw-v,.L~.0.01 GO Tl) •01 
316 'JTA=I VW-VI II KB*OS*ll .0+1'11 
317 AOG=l'P *TAN( PR I I I 
31 8 ~T= \TAI'<( ARGI 
319 t;M=RT+Tq!l-P~-A-L 
320 S=A*C0.62*PF!!+0.3~*SINIPR!III 
1?' ARG=• ,0+'3.0*~/CSr.*BI 
322 ARGl=(GM+PYl/3,0 
323 K0=0.5-COS(ARG! l>l<SQ~T(AOGJ 
324 BA=8*C!oO-?.O*l<BI 
325 OXA=IBC+RA*SlNIPSll/12.0*C'lSIALII 






332 WRITE (6,331 I T\ 0 PS,Gl",DV,DVT,V,KB,X 
313 FORM~ T ( 11 X,BFl G.41 
334 lF ((XV-XI.L!,('IXl/2,011 GO Tr) 337 
335 IF IKB.LT.0.00011 GO TO 900 
~36 r;o TO '.O I 
337 WRITE 16,3381 
3'38 FORMAT 1'0' ,8X 1 1 4. B"GIN!NG PHASE .;•/II 
WRITE 16, 1471 
;95 APG=(G!"+PYl/3.0 
301, T4=2.0*CCSIARGI 
3q1 SS4=S+ISG*BI 13.0 
1197 DEL4=l,825*S~4/SG 




402 LV=XV I *SIN( Al I 
40?. Dl=D+DX*SINCALI-IB*COSIPSI-BSl/2.0 
l 403 IF ID I. LT. O. 01 G !J TfJ 903 
404 ARG=(Gl+LVl**2+1XVl*COS(AL 11**2 
405 ~RI =SQRT I ARG I 
406 ARG=XVIO<COSIALI/ROJ 




G LFVH 21 Mh T !IJ DATE = 731 lO 221! 2/09 
C TTFQhTTON PROC<'OIIRE F'lR OHFRMT'l!!IJG THE l'l!Tlhl PASSAGE WIDTH Z IN PHAS!' > 
408 DTP! =0.01 
409 TPT=TH! 
410 l=O 
41' TPT =TP!-DTPT 
412 PPT=TPTHP 
4\3 hRG=EP*TANIPPII 












426 TF I J.EQ.21 GO T'l 4~7 
427 TF IT .EQ.l l GI"' TO 43' 
4?P TF ( vw.L T.Vl GO TO t.11 
429 IF IVW.FQ.V I GO TO t.3R 
430 OTPl=-0.l*DTPT 
41' 1=1 
432 GO TO 41 l 
431 IF IVW.GT.Vl G" TO 411 
434 OTPl=-0. l*DTPI 
435 I=? 
436 GO TO 41 l 
4>7 IF ( vw.L T.V) GO TO 411 
C END OF !HRATH1N PROCEDUR" 
43P QTPl=0.50*(THI-TPII 










448 ARG =~. 0* PP! 
440 VWl=(A*A*TM/( 2.0*PYI l*IPP!-0.S*Sl~(APG) I 
450 ARG=THT-TPT 
451 VW?=RP*RP!*S!N{ARG)/2.0 
45? VW'l=I DI* XVI+( 0+')!) *D XI *r:;O SI All /2 • 0 
453 VW=VWl+VW?+VW3 
<54 PPP=P.P /( 2. O* SIN( TPT )l 
1454 K1=RRP+P/2.0-Y4 
2454 ARG=2 .O•TPI 
3451. RCL=RRP+8/,.0+(0.5*(K!**2-0RP**Zll/lORP*COSl>RGl-Kll 
45~ F=RCL*COSIPS I 
456 E=LS-(f\C/2.0+PU*S!M{PS)l 
457 ARG=F *F+E *" 
458 G=S QRT ( ARG I 
45Q H=G-RC L 
LCV<L 21 MAIN 




464 IF (H.LT .I-0.7*'lFLl) Gn T') ,54 
'4~5 ARG=(-Z/!)Fl4l 
?465 CD=CDO*( J .O-EXP(ARGl l 
466 ARG=2 .01( RCL*Bl 
467 KB=CD*Z*SQPTt•RG) 







474 WR!TE(6,4751 TA,PS,GM,OV,DVT,V,KB,X,HOEL 
475 F'.JR"IAT 11\X,QFJ0.4) 
'475 TF (!.GF.4001 G'J T'J sg4 
•47~ T=l+l 
476 GO TO 439 
894 WR ITF ( 6, 895 l 
895 F(lRMAT ('0',20X,'TOO CLOSC rn ASYMPT'JTE') 
80.6 GO TO ~ . 
897 WRITE (6,898) 
S'?P. FORMAT Po• ,2ox,•o NOT oosITJVf-' 1 
89q r;o Tf'l l 
900 WPJTE (6,901) 
901 FORMAT (' O• ,?OX,' K~ l ESS TH•'l 0,300! ') 
QO? Gf'! TO 1 
90' WRIT• (6,904) 
904 FORMAT (' 0 1 ,20X,' f'l<O ( l~P'lSS l~L"l' l 
go5 GO TO 1 
054 T A=T A*! 000 
73110 
!NSTOUCTIONS FOO PRINT!~G .~YPLJF!"D AND FLnw P4RAMETC;RS DATA 
?1 WP!Tf (6,201 K 
?R FOR"1AT l'l' ,6X,' PRf'BLCM NU~BER•, !71 
;,q WQI T~ (6,~0) 
30 FORMAT ('0',6X,' 5W!TCH!'IG TJM[ H! fl!SHRLE WALL ATTACHMENT 
1FLUI~ A"IDLJFTEPS IF'IIJ WALL SWITCHl'IG TRANSIFNTJ•///l 
!Fl ICALL.•Q.Ol G'l Trl 671 
!Fl !CALL .<ca.' l G'J Tr 672 
JF(JCALL.EQ.?l G1 TO 67' 
671 WOITE(<',,6611 
22 /12/09 
661 FG~~I\TP0•,~ex,•T1-qs PDiJGRf\"1 lJTTLtSEr> THC QATUJ\IAL .a.PPQOXIM!'I.Ti= 
~~nD<'L FrR THF TRINSMTSS!GN LINE ~!TH NO HFAT TRANSFER EFFECTS•,/) 
GO TO 55 5 
P2 WRTTE(6,652 l 
65? F(1D.MATl•0•,1RX,•TH!S PRGGDA• UT!L!SfS THE' FXTFNDEO PATJO'IAL 
UOPRIJXl~ATE MQOEL F'1R THI' TRA'ISM!S5JQN ll'1E WITH HEAT TPANSFFD 1 ,/l 
GO HJ 555 
673 WR.!TEl6, 653) 
65' roRMAT(•O•,JijX,•THt< PRnGRA~ UTIL!SCJ TH" BROWN HIGH FREOUFNCY 
tAPPROX!MATION FOR THF TPA~S~TSS!ON L!Nf WITH NO HFAT TOA'ISFFR•,/1 
c.~i:. WRJT1=(61 77} 
77 FORMAT('O•,RX,'l • TDANSM!SSION L!NF DATA: '1 
WP I TC( 6, 70) XL 
















































21 "11 ! "I DATE = 73110 22/12/09 
F{JPMATl'O',BX,'ACflUSTIC ycl(JC!TY: CO=',FB,21 
WR I TE ( 6 1 75 I o 
FnR'1ATl'0 1 1 8X 1 'R.'-OIUS OF TH" TRA"ISM! 551n,; LP.JI': P=' ,FB.61 
WR !TE (~ ,34 I 
FORMAT I 1 0 1 ,ax,•2. A~PLIF[CP DATA:• I 
WR!TE(6,6641 DEPTH 
FORMAT(• • ,lBX,'OEPTH OF THE A"PL!f!ER: 
WRITE I 6, %1 BS 
FORMAT (IQ•, l BX,' SUPPLY PQR T W !!)TH: 
-WR! TE (6,381 BC 
FORMAT [ 1 1 1 1RX,•CO"ITROL POOT h!OTH: 
WRITE (6 1 401 XV 
FORMAT ( • 1 ,lBX,'VF'lT LQCATICN: 
WRITF (6,20401 COO 
FORMAT (' • ,l8X, •VCNT IJTSCHM>.GE COEFF!ClcNT 
WR!TC (6,421 LS 
FORMAT (' •, 18X, 'SPL lTTE• LOCATinN: 
WRITE (6,441 0 
FORMAT ( • ', 18X, •WALL OFFSFT: 
WRITE (6 ,461 Al 
FORMAT(' 1 ,!8X, 1 WALL ANGtF: 
WRITE (6,481 
FORMH 1'0• .~x.•1. Ft.nw PA.'\~M!'TERS: 'I 
WRITE (6,501 SG 
FCJP'IAT ( '0', lBX, 'JET <;POFAD PARA'1ETFR: 
WR ire (6 1 5? I TM 
FfJPM T ( • •, 1 BX,• MAX POSS! ALE J':T TURNING ANGLE: 
WRITE (6,541 EF 
FORMAT (•O•,lPX,'C/S J~T YOM~NTUM RATIO: 
WPITf (6,%) M 
<'ORMH ( • •, lBX, •C/S MASS FLOW ~ATE RATin: 
WRITE (6,581 QS 
J::OR.MAT ( • •, 1BX, •SU"PLY VOLU~E- FLOW RAT~: 
!F (N.EQ.1_) GO Tn oq 
WRITF 16,611 WS 
Fl)RMAT ( •o•, 1RX, •SUPPLY MASS FL)W RA Tc: 
WP !TE (6 ,63 I WC 
FQPMAT (. I, lBX,'CONTOQ[ ~A<;S FLCIW ~arc: 
WR!TC (6,651 PC 
FORMAT ( 1 1 1 1BX,'CCMTPIJL POQT PQ.~SSUt>J::: 
WOITf .(6, 671 R(1 
FOP'1AT (' ',lBX,'Ft.UI~ f>F'l~fTY: 
WR! TE(6,657l SI 
FORMJ\T(' •,18X,•PRAf\lf)TL ~.ayrv=R: 
WRlTE(6,6581 GA 
FORMAT(' ',lRX,•RATIO 'JF SP':C!FTC H:AYS: 
CCINT INUE 
WRTTEl6,<>09 l TA 
DP= ',F9,71 





0-= 1 , F6 • ~ J 
f'.L= 1 1 Fb.'.':) 
SG= 1 1F6.3) 
TM= 1 1 F6.3J 
E= •,F9.71 
M= • ,FCJ. 7) 
OS=' ,F9.6 I 
WS= 1 ,fq.7) 
WC=', F9. 7 t 
PC=',F6."-H 
P-'l::: 1 ,F9.7) 
Sl: 1 ,F9.h) 
GA= 1 , fQ .6 ) 
909 FnRMAT I /,20X,'SW!TCHING Tl•E=•,Fe.2,'M!lLIS~CnNDS',/,'0' l 
955 Gn TO 1 
999 RFTURN 
F"IIJ 





RATIO"IAL APPRDX!MATE MODEL WITH ~O HE~T TRANSFFR EFFECT~ 
CO"'PlfX S(501,C~PLX,SU~ 1 D(5JI ,CEXP,AN 
Ol"l!''JSION C1150l,C2(50J,AAl501 
DIMENSION XCOF(301,CQF(30l,•OOTR(301,ROOT!(301 
CO~M'l"I/GET/.\NU,XL ,CO ,R, ZR, FTA (200 I, T!MC (200 I, JJ ,WS, PD, N{JROEP, 
!Sl,GA,TO,OT,TMAX 
RK=R«R/ANU 







TI PT?=Tl +T, 




00 40 != 1,,12 
AA( ll=Cl ( ll*Gl+C?(ll*G? 
40 CIJNTI NUE 
H("l2+l l=Cl(Nl l*Gl 
M=N2 
WP.! TE( 6,254) 
254 FOOMAT(lSX,'COCFFICIENTS OF POLYNOMIAL IN SIN ASCENOING POWFRS'I 
DO 50 J=l ,Nl 
WR I ff ( 6, 2 84 l A A ( JI 
284 FORMAT(lOX,c15,q,/) 
XCIJF I JI =AA( JI 
50 CONT!NIE 
CAl L POL RT ( X COF, COF, M, ROOTR, ROOT I, !ER I 
SS=!./XCOFlll 
,ioy TE I 6, 2641 
264 FnRMAT(25X,'RFAL',35X,' IMAGINARY',/I 
DO 291 l=l,M 





1,0 SUM=( 0.0,0.01 
DI 1 l=XCC1F( 2 l 
DO 295 l =1, M 
S( 11 =CMDLX( RO~TR ( l I ,ROOT! ( I l I 
!JO 300 J=?,M 
>QO DIJl=D(J-ll+J*(Slll*"'IJ-lll*XCOF(J+l l 
-'"l=( 1 ,O+T~*SI TI I 
~N=AN**IN+l l 
SU" =SU I'+ A"'* C • X P ( S ( T I* T) I ( 0 I" l *S ( I I l 
>'1~ CONT!NU• 






G l cvEL 21 • ATT ')~ DATC 
WOJTE(6,292) su~,T 
zgz FOP..,AT(20X,fl5,q,7.ox,E15,B,?uX,El5,~.,, 





73110 22/ 1 2/09 ; G LFV0 L 21 T. h"JS ~ DATE = 7~1.!0 
SIIB•'1UTI NE TPANSh( N ,o K ,ZO, re, T•. PT2, Tl T?, n ,GN,CN, NN, ZRI 
DI MENS ION CN(?Ot,cn120 l,XN( ?01,XD(ZOl ,YN( 20),YO( 201 
PlBYTE=??,0/7,0/Tr 











110 30 M=l,N 
TMPr=Z*M+l 
Cl l=CDNST*TMPl*T..,P! 




DO 10 l=l,N•IX 
1 0 XNI 11 =C"l (II 
'HJX=ND 








~ G LEVEL 21 TRANS8 !JP!' = 73110 
SUBRf'\UT [NF TRANS R(N, RK, ZO, Te, T lPT 2, T lT 2, T ~. r,,, ,CN, 'JN, ZP J 
:l!ME'JSION CN(20J ,CO(?OJ ,XN(20J ,X;J(?UJ,YN(?OJ ,YD('OI 
PIRYTE=22,0/7,0/TF 
CO'JST=PK/3?,0*PIBYT~*PIBYTF 





CNOl =Tl T2 
JF(N,EQ,Ol •ETUO~ 
Y N ( 3 l=Tl PT 2 
Y'I( 41 =Tl T? 
DO 30 M= 1,N 
Cl2=CONS T *M*M*4 ,0 




00 10 I=l,NNX 
10 XNlll=CNIIJ 
NDX=NO 
110 20 J= 1,NDX 
20 YD(Jl=YNIJI 
CALL PMPY(CN,NN,XN,NNX,YD,NDXI 
30 Cl'JNT !NU< 
RETURN 
CNQ 
?2/12/09 I G L"VEl ~1 PMPY DATE 
SUB~OUTJNC PMPYIZ,l~IMZ,X,l~IMX,Y,IOIMYJ 
'11..,ENSl!cN Z(50J,X(501,Y(501 
10!~7 = IDl~X+ID!~Y-1 
nri 30 I=I,IOl~Z 
'0 Ziii = 0,0 
~n 40 I=1,rn1 ~x 
K = 1-1 
!1'140J=l,IDl~Y 
I( = K+l 
40 Z I KI = X (I I *Y (JI + l I KI 
~"TURN 
FN!l 
73110 22/l 2/09 
0--
N 




SUBROUTl fllF FXTRAT 
cxTENCEO RATIONAL APPROXI~ATE ~1DEL ~ITH HFAT TRftNSFFP EFF•CTS 
COMPLEX Sl50l,C~PLX,5UM 1 0(501,C•XP,ftfll 1 BN,CN 
DIMENSIO'I C11501,C21501,AA150l 
DI ME fll510N XC OF I 301 ,C CF 1301 1 RODTR (30 I I ROOT I (30 I 
CIJM'lON/GET I ANU,XL ,CO,R, ZR I Z:'TA( 2001 1 Tl~F! >001 ,JJ ,WS,PC, NnRDER, 
\ SI ,GA, TO ,OT, TMAX 
R K=R *R /A NU 










CAlL TPANSC!N,RK,ZO,T",T\ ,T2,T~,G1,Cl ,Nl,ZR,GA,Sll 
CALL TRANSD(N,RK,ZO,TE,T!,T2,T3,G2,C2,N?,ZQ,GA,S11 
no 40 I=l,N2 
ftA( I l=Cll ll*Gl+CZ(ll*G2 
40 CONTINUE 
AAI '12+11 =Cl! Nll*Gl 
M=N2 
WR!TF (6 1 2541 
254 FORMAT!l5X,' COEFFICIENTS OF POLY'IOMIAL IN 5 IN ASC 0 "JD!NG P[lWERS' I 
fJO 50 J= 1,1'!1 
WR!TE!6,B4 I MIJ I 
284 FORMAT(l0X,E 1 5.8,/I 




WR !TE( 6 1 264 I 
264 FORMATIZ~X,'REAL' ,35X,'l~AGINARY',/I 
00 2q1 1=1,M 
WRITEl6,2941 RrOTR(Jl,ROOT!(ll 
294 FORMATl20X,El5.8 1 20X,~15.q,/) 





DO 295 l=l,M 
~ ( l l=CMPLXIRflOTO( ! I, ROOTl I! JI 
DO 300 J=2 ,M 
300 OIJl=O!J-ll+J*ISITl**IJ-lll*XCOFIJ+ll 
AN=l 1.0+T3*S I 111 
RN=II.O+S!*Tl*SIIII 
CN=I t.O+SI*T2*SIT l I 
AN=AN*BN*C"I 
AN=AN**I N+ll 
SU'1=5UM+AN*C"XP( SI 11 *Tl /I DI "ll*SI I I l 
295 CONTINUE . 
SUM= IS S+ SU"I I «Pn 
JJ=JJ+ l 
WR!TE(6,2921 SIJM,T 
29? F'l?MA Tl2 OX I F~~. R ,?OX I El 5 .R ,>OX, q 5 .a ,I I 
T!M"(JJ)=T 
ZFTAIJJl=SUI-' 








V G LFVEL 21 TR ANSC DA TF = 73110 
~URROUTINE TRANSCIN,RK,ZC,TF,T1,T2,T;,GN,CN,NN,ZR,GA,SII 










Rl =GA* Sl*SI*Tl*P+GA*S I* (Tl +T2 I *1Tl +T2 I +GA *T l*T2- I GA- I, 01 
S*Sl*RK*(Tl+T2+SI*T3)JA,O 
82= IS I +l ,O l*GA*ITl +r·2 1-1 GA-1,0 I *SI *1>.K/ A. O 
CNlll =CnNST 
CNl21=CONST*A3+GA 
C N ( 3 I =CONST* A2 +B2 
CNl4l=CONST•Al+Bl 
CIIII 5 l=GA *Sl*S I *I Tl+T2 I *Tl *T 2•GA•H* I Tl+ T2 I *Tl*T2-I GA-I, 01 




YNI 51=CNI 51 
PHI! =YNl6 I 
PHI 2=VNI 51 
DO 30 M=l,N 
TMPl=Z*M+l 
Cl l=CONST*TMPl*TMP! 
VNI 4 l•Cll*A l+ll l 
VN 13 I =Cl l *A2 +82 
VNI 21 =Cl l *A 1+GA 
VNI l. l=Cl 1 
GN=GN/Cl l 
"INX=NN 
no 10 1=1,NNX 
l O XN( 11 =CNI II 
NOX=ND 
DO 20 I=l,Nf'lX 





22/12/0q V G t~Vfl. 21 TQANS D DATE 73110 
SUBROUTINE TRANSD(N,RK,ZO,TE,Tl,TZ,T3,Glll,CN,NN,ZR,GA,SII 
~OMMON/AlL/ PH!l, OHl2, A! ,A 2, A3,B l ,B2 







CNI 2 l=IS 1+1,0 I*( T\+T 21 
CNl3 I =I Sl*S l*Tl*T2 +SI* (Tl +T' I *ITl +T? I +Tl *T? I 
CNI 41= SI *Sl*Tl*T2*1 n .. r21 +Sl*Tl* T2•1 T1+T21 
CNl51=Sl*Sl*Tl*T?*T!*T2 
TFIN,EC,01 R"TU~N 
Y•JC 6 l=PHI 1 
YNl5 l=PH!2 
IJf' 30 '1=1,N 
C l2=C!JNST ~ *'1*4, 0 
YNl41=C12*Al .. Rl 
YN( 3 I =Cl 2*A 2+B? 
YNl21=C12*A3+GA 
YN( ll =Cl 2 
GN=GN/C 12 
•!NX=NN 
IH) l O l =1 , NIIIX 
lO XNI I l=CNI 11 
NllX=NO 
DO 20 l=l ,NDX 
20 YD(ll•Y"'III 
CALL P"'PV(CN,NN,XN,'JNX,VD,NflXI 






G Lev~L 21 ~ROWN Dh TE 73ll O 22/12/0CJ ' G L"VFL 21 ~R"W"l D~TE = 73110 
r. 
r 
SUBO.OUTI NF BROWN 
~RnWN'S HIGH FR!=QU"NCY APPP~X!MhTTO~ ~a HEAT TRANSFFR FFFE(TS 


















IF (T,G~,Tcl GD TO 10 
GO TO ?O 
•o OH 1=1 
20 riEL2=0 
IF IT,GF,3*Tf) GQ TO 30 
GO Tr) 40 
30 1Jfl2=1 
40 OEL3 =O 
TF (T.GE.5*T~I Gn Tr 50 
GO TO 1,0· 
50 !JEL3=l 
60 OEL4=0 
IF (T.Gf.7*Tf.l GJ T~ 70 
GO T[l 88 
70 OEL4=1 
BA SUM=O ,0 
TER Ml=O, 0 





TF IT,LE,TEI GO Tfl 2!0 
~PGl=SQRT(Tll/12,*SQRTIT-TFI) 
T"RM1=2,*EXPI-B•TF/RKl*OFLI *ERFC(A0:Gl I 
ARG1=Pl•IT-TEl+SCOT(Pl*Tll 
ARG4=S CRT ID*D*IT-T E) IRK I +SQIH I Tl/IT-TE 11 /2, 
TERM3=?.. * zn•FXPI -B*TEI PK I *DEL l ·~xP I AP. G3 I *FR Fe I A PG4 l / ZR 
IF IT,LE,3,*TFl GrJ TO 210 
ARG2=SQRT (T2 II I'! ,*SQRT(T-3,*T~l I 
TFPM2=2,*EXPl-3,*B*TF/PKl*DEL2*ERFCIARG?I 
ARG5=P l*IT-1, *Tr) +SQRT( P l*T2J 
ARG6=SQRTID*D*IT-3,*TFI/RKJ+SQPT(T2/(T-3,*TF)II?, 
TFR~4=6,*EXPl-?,*B*TO/RKl*DEL2*lC*EXPlhRG5l*cRFC(~PG~l/lP 
IF (T ,LE ,5,*TF) GO Tr 210 
ARG 7=1>1* I T-5. * Tc I+ SQ OTC P! *T3) 
ARG8= SOR Tl D*D*I T-~ •*TF I /R KHS QRT I T21 IT-5 • *T Fl 112 • 
TFP M5=f> • *EXP 1-5 • *ij*H" /RK I *D~L 3*l'.l*F XPI ARG 71 *ERFC I ARG8 l I ZR 
IF IT.LE,..,.*TFl GC T(l 210 
ARGq=Pl*IT-7,*TFl+SQPT(Pl*T4) 
A RGIO= 
$ SQRT l!)*D* (T-7 ,*T F )IRK I +SQRT I T2f ( T-7 ,*TE 1112 • 
T"R M6= 2,*E XP 1- 7 , *B*T!= IR Kl *rlF .4*l O*"·XPI ARGq l*ERFC I ARGlO I /ZR 




ZETA( JJI =SUM 
WRTTEl6,?.00I SU"1,T 
'00 FORMAT(20X,F!5.8,20X,Fl5.8,II 
IF I SU..,,GE. POI RF T·URN 
T=T+DT 
IF IT-TM) 80 ,RO, 90 
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